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Letters from the Chairs
Hello fellow con goers,
I’d like to thank you,
all the volunteers, and
my fellow staffers for
continuing to make
SNAFU Con bigger and
better each and every year.
As con grows closer every year, I get
excited for what feels like coming home:
reuniting with, and meeting amazing
people and fans. I hope all of you have fun
at SNAFU Con! Enjoy the panels, events,
games, vendors, and chaos. With your
support and involvement, SNAFU will
continue to grow and become more and
more spectacular each year.

Welcome to SNAFU 2012!!
It’s that time again! It feels like it snuck up on me.
One day it was May, the next day it was August, and
now con is here. This year promises to be bigger and
better than the last – as I expect every year will. It’s
been another crazy ride and I am looking forward to seeing all of
you having fun at this labor of love called SNAFU Con! I know that
I do this for you. You and your wild antics, craziness, and silliness.
You, the staff, the guests, the attendees, the artists, the vendors . . .
you are all such amazingly awesome people that I feel honored to do
this for you.
I don’t mean to gush, but it’s true! The staff have worked hard this
year to make SNAFU awesome. We have some really cool guests
and fun programming. And don’t forget to just hang out with some
of your fellow con-goers! Go out there and feel free to be yourself
because you are among friends!
Pass the pocky and I’ll see ya in the hentai room! =D

Sincerely,
Nathan Sindar
SNAFU Con Chairman

~beta
SNAFU Con Vice Chair

The reason my heart is so close to this convention is that we
are, like many groups, out there, actively making things cooler,
and more fun for the fans, the guests, the con-goers. I know
It’s that time of year again,
we pull good numbers, and I am proud of that. I am prouder,
when we all gather under one
though, that people keep coming back. Guests keep asking to
roof to be awesome freely.
Why? Because we’re awesome. come back. Panelists love coming to Reno. I’m happy that you
show up, but I’m validated in that you keep coming back for
You guys are some of the best
more. I feel genuinely awesome that you guys enjoy this con
people I’ve met. My fandom
has always been a great way to enough to keep coming back.
meet tons of people, ranging
So, as I sit back, smile, chomp on a bubble-gum cigar from the
from incredibly talented
candy store down the hall (omnomnom) and grab a seat, I just
actors and musicians to cool
want to say thanks to everyone who shows and everyone who
cosplayers to guys like me—
attended. I want to thank every staffer, volunteer, department
the so-called “plain” folks.
head, and anyone else I’m forgetting.
I’m not a pro-level cosplayer. I’m not the best actor, or
So, in the words of a great movie, Be Excellent to Each Other!
comedian, or even vocal talent. I’m not an expert in much of
what I do—I’m entirely self-taught, and have been winging it
for the last few years. And you know what’s so amazing about Michael “Gopher” McCraven
Lord Imperator, Vice-Chair and Programming Director.
that? It works. It genuinely works.
Dear Con goers,
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Guests of Honor

SNAFU Con 2012 Guests

Sonny Strait
Most recognized as the
voice of Krillin on
Dragonball Z and as an
illustrator for Elfquest,
Sonny Strait has over 20
years of experience in
the arts.

Besides Dragonball Z’s
Krillin he has worked on
many popular animated characters
including Maes Hughes from Full Metal Alchemist,
Usopp from One Piece and Cartoon Network’s laid back,
robot host Toonami Tom. He has also worked as a writer
and director on several TV series including Dragonball Z,
Case Closed and Lupin the Third.

Wendy Pini

grew up in Gilroy, CA. Largely self
taught, her artistic talents were
influenced by turn-of-the-century
illustrators, film and TV animation,
Shakespeare, Japanese history,
fairy tales, myths and modern
fantasy. She began her professional
career as an illustrator for magazines
such as “Galaxy” and “Worlds of If.”

Wendy has worked for various publishers
such as Marvel, First Comics, Comico,
Frazetta Fantasy Illustrated and DC Comics. She wrote and
painted two critically acclaimed graphic novels based on the
hit TV series “Beauty and the Beast” and supplied text and
illustrations for “Law and Chaos,” an art book inspired by the
writings of Michael Moorcock.
In 1997, Wendy had the rare privilege of designing the elfin
mascot for the Enclosed Laminar Flames investigation (ELF)
an experiment performed in space by members of the crew of
Space Shuttle Columbia. In June 2012, Wendy and husband/
partner Richard are slated to be guest speakers at Spacefest IV.
Though Elfquest has yet to make it to the big screen, Wendy
has never stopped producing new comics-related material for

As a comic book artist he has 17 published works to
date including his debuted self-published series Mr.
Average, and Elfquest which was published by both
WARP Graphics and DC Comics.
In 2007 Sonny wrote and illustrated a graphic novel
about a reluctant punk rock faerie princess named
Goat. The book, called We Shadows, was published
by Tokyopop and was nominated by The American
Library Association for Best Graphic Novel in 2008.
Currently, Sonny is reprising his roles in both the new
Dragonball Z Kai and Full Metal Alchemist series
and plays the title role in the Xbox game S’plosion
Man. Sonny also began illustrating Marvel Comic’s
sketch cards recently for Rittenhouse and fetches
ebay prices up to $800 per card for his depictions of
Marvel’s superheroes.

Warp Graphics. Her latest effort is “Elfquest: The Final
Quest,” the next epic story arc in the long-running Elfquest
saga. Wendy considers this her life’s work.
But the current love of her creative life is MASQUE OF
THE RED DEATH. In the Summer of 2010, after four
labor-intensive years, Wendy completed her graphic novel
based on the classic Edgar Allan Poe short story. Her
ground-breaking animated web comic of the same name
has received over 15,000,000 views. It has been published
as a limited edition 400 page volume by
Warp Graphics/Father Tree Press.

Brad
Beachell

Born and raised in Utah.
Originally cast as a minor
role, his vocal prowess
soon became evident and he
quickly rose to the challenge
in his new role as one of the main
characters, Prince Alexandros in a new audio book. Since
then, he has had several roles in videos and movies, and
looks forward to his next major role in Return of the
Guitar Lord as Marko.
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Christopher Escalante

is an award-winning music
composer and voice actor for video games, film, and media.
As a composer, Christopher has learned from many prominent composers such as
Hans Zimmer, Gerard Marino, Sam Cardon, and many others. First composing in
2009, he quickly gained popularity after being awarded the “2009 AME Best Audio
- Body of Work” by the Academy of Modding Excellence for his contributions to
the Neverwinter Nights 2 IGN modding vault. And has since then, gone on to score
many video games, machinima series, audio books, short films, commercials, viral
videos, and a television pilot.
As a voice actor, Christopher broke into voice acting for video games in Nexon’s
“Dungeon Fighter Online,” afterwards starring in many indie video games such
as “Return of the Guitar Lord” and “Abandoned,” as well as many small-time media
productions for machinima, animation, book trailers, and commercial work.
http://escalantemusic.com/

Preston Cowley

a Denver native, grew up fascinated
with video games, animation, and voice acting. While studying for his
animation degree at Brigham Young University, he also studied voice acting
under Christopher Robin Miller (Professor Layton) to hone his skills.
Preston’s latest work includes Return of the Guitar Lord, and Abandoned for
speaking roles, and looks forward to many more roles in audio books as well.
Preston now is living his dream of programming for video games at 3G studios
in Reno, NV and can’t wait to see where his life will take him next!

Steve Nunez,
a.k.a. Warky T. Chocobo

grew up playing video games,
first on his Commodore 64,
and eventually at the ripe
age of 5, playing Nintendo.
Steve remembers popping in
Super Mario Brothers, and from
the moment that first note played, he
was hooked. Steve wanted to learn to play
piano so that he could recreate the melodic tones he
heard. Being too poor for piano lessons, Steve taught
himself to play the piano without using his thumbs.
Steve is also a talented LDS “Mormon” singer and
lyricist with his parody group, “They Might Be
Elders.” Steve now voice acts for audio books,
as well as video games with his latest project
coming out soon, “Return of the Guitar
Lord.”
www.facebook.com/warkythechocobo

Yamila Abraham
(Yaoimila)

founded the publishing company
Yaoi Press in 2004. Over the last eight years, she’s
overseen the publication 50 BL titles including
graphic novels, comic books, yaoi novels, and art
books. Abraham has successfully licensed Yaoi
Press titles into several foreign languages.
Abraham is a prolific writer with over a dozen
graphic novel works in print with four different
publishers in three languages. She wrote two of
Yaoi Press’ best selling series: Winter Demon and
Maelstrom. Her first scholarly article on the topic
of international BL was published in
2010 by McFarland Press. Abraham
currently works diligently on
numerous illustrated ebooks
through Yaoi Press’ newest
imprint, Yaoi Prose. Abraham
has been a speaker or guest
of honor at 150 anime fan
conventions.
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Vendors
Conventions aren’t just about walking around, talking with
fellow nerds, and making a fool of oneself. No, they’re also
about the joys of spending money on oversized wooden swords
that scream compensation and plastic transforming robots!

Vendor room hours:
Friday: 1PM – 7PM
Saturday: 11AM – 7PM
Sunday: 10AM – 4PM
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ENTRANCE
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Artist Alley
Artist Alley Hours:
Friday: 12pm - 9pm
Saturday 9am - 8pm
Sunday 9am - 5pm

Visit the Artist’s Alley to
find great fan art, gifts and
crafts, and other handmade
things. Drawings, postcards,
buttons, and all kinds of
artistic creations will be for
sale. Meet friendly artists,
and commission a picture
of yourself or a favorite
anime character! Artists are
creative and fun people.
Buy unique and wonderful
things from them here, in
all price ranges.
Con-goers can come
here to get original art
and merchandise from
artists ranging from the
barest beginner to the
professionals.

Artist
56shards.com
Ashlee Hayes
AttaGirl
AutomaticGiraffe
Bea
Chunky Chain
Dedar
Designs by Bradduh
Dignified Bunny Products
Ekllips
elizabeth zysk-king
Enervation
Gypia
Hyperbooster
JC-Dragon
KarineNachigeru
Linkakami
Lopan Art
Mia Young
Neffie
Night Garden Studio
Nya! Studios
OpenEyedProductions
Protean Geek
Roses in May
SilentJ
Skye
Sukyan
Sun Spinning Studios
Super Adorkable
Taybee
Terra
The-Everlasting-Ash
Tirivee Creations
Unisama
VMaxS
XOFifi Plushies

Website
http://56shards.com
http://devicat26.deviantart.com/

http://takkundoh.tumblr.com/

http://nikkiecole.deviantart.com
http://gypia.deviantart.com

http://linkakami.deviantart.com
http://lopan4000.deviantart.com/
http://asciicatcreations.artfire.com
http://thatmadblackcat.deviantart.com/
http://www.facebook.com/openeyedproductions
http://www.proteangeek.com
http://silentj75.deviantart.com
http://sukyan.deviantart.com
http://prophecyfailed.com
http://www.superadorkable.com
http://terraforever.deviantart.com
http://the-everlasting-ash.deviantart.com
http://tirrivee.deviantart.com/
http://unisamas.deviantart.com
http://xofifi.deviantart.com/
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Beginner Art Contest Winners

1st Place

“Good and Evil” by Allie Alvarez
(MsAllieChan)

2nd Place

“The Gleaner” by Thanh Ta

3rd Place

“A Short and Sweet Story” by
Samantha Chuang
(strawberry dream cake)
Original artwork

Prizes supplied by these generous sponsors:
‘Ty’ Travis Harrison-Adcock
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Advanced Art Contest Winners
1st Place
“Velvet Blue” by Drenica Nacion
She’s my own original character.

3rd Place
“Loki, The Trickster” by Jamie Swift
Used a reference photo of Tom
Hiddleston as Loki from the new
Avengers film for this piece.

2nd Place
“She is the Sunlight” by Taylor
Anderson (Taylorbee)
Both are original characters in
various original work of mine.
Inspired by the song “She is the
Sunlight” by Trading Yesterday.
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Video Game
Tournaments
Persona 4: Arena

Compete against fellow con attendees in one of the
most anticipated fighing game releases in recent
months. Are you prebeared?

Pokemon Black & White

Bring your favorite team and duke it out against
fellow Pokemon trainers! There are some restrictions
in effect, please consult the Game Room staff or the
SNAFU Con forums for further details.

Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3

The most recent update to Capcom’s insane crossover
series will be at SNAFU Con for your destroying
pleasure! The competition will be fast and relentless,
so don’t forget to blink.

Mario Kart Wii

What happens when you hop up a bunch of Nintendo
characters on sugar, and then give them access to
vehicles and weapons? You get Mario Kart! Bring
your best driving skill because no matter what, it’s
going to be chaotic out there.

Super Smash Bros. Brawl

There can be only one! Face off in Nintendo’s
immensely popular platform-based fighting game,
where the only weapons needed are skill. Some
restrictions apply for balance purposes, please consult
the Game Room staff or the SNAFU Con forums for
further details.

Super Street Fighter IV: Arcade Edition

A mainstay against fighting game fans, this game is one
of the ultimate tests of skill in the genre. Bring your
best game, because the road to victory will be a rough
one.

Prizes supplied by this generous sponsor:
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Tabletop Games
Dungeons and Dragons has been the

mainstay of high fantasy roleplaying for decades, and
for good reasons! D&D has defined tabletop gaming,
and here at SNAFU, you can have the chance to see
what the fuss is all about! Both 4th edition and 3.5
will be available for veterans and new players alike.
So join in, slay some orcs, and have fun!

Slipstream Welcome to Slipstream, an interstellar
prison locked behind a black hole, home to the most
dangerous aliens and monsters in the universe! Be
warned, though, the safeguards are on the verge of
collapse, and only the most daring heroes can keep
the galaxy safe. Charge your ray guns and strap in
your seatbelts, because this rocket is a one-way flight
to adventure!

Warhammer 40k: Dark Heresy

In the grim darkness of the 41st century there is only
war! The Warhammer 40k roleplaying system sets its
players in the very hazardous clutches of the distant
future, where the best the loyal children of the Empire
can hope for is gunning down a few Orks, Chaos
Demons, or Tyranids down before dying in the name
of the Emperor. Keep your bolter ready, and try not to
donate your skull to the skull throne.

Star Wars d20

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away, a dire star
shines. Step into the roles of Jedi and join a hunt for
evil Sith infiltrators, whose insidious schemes
threaten to shatter the peace of an entire world. Use
the Force to your advantage, talking (or pushing)
your way to your goal, or use your lightsaber to bring
justice and peace on a glowing-hot edge!

Board Game Bonanza

Come join us for board games! SNAFU is proud
to offer a wide selection, including favourites like
Munchkin, the slap-stick card game where you kill
the monster, take the loot, and stab your buddy in the
back, and Betrayal At The House On The Hill, where
you and a group of intrepid explorers build a creepy
mansion whilst exploring it, only to find out that one
of you is the traitor!

Shards

As a special treat, the minds behind the Shards
webcomic, a hectic and high-powered amalgam of
Mother Goose’s Fairy Tales, will be holding a session
of Shards, the roleplaying game! Play characters
such as the Velveteen Rabbit, whose myriad noxious
diseases kills everything around him, and Jack-BeNimble, whose acrobatic leaps have been augmented
by pyrokinesis, while taking on villains that span the
range from Fairy Tales, to even modern anime!

Pathfinder Society Organized Play is a

worldwide fantasy roleplaying campaign that puts
YOU in the role of an agent of the Pathfinder Society,
a legendary league of explorers, archaeologists, and
adventurers dedicated to discovering and chronicling
the greatest mysteries and wonders of an ancient
world beset by magic and evil. In Pathfinder Society
Organized Play, you play a member of the Pathfinder
Society, seeking fortune and glory all over the face
of Golarion. At the same time, your character works
for one of the competing factions, all with their own
motivations and secret agendas.
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Everybody DAN

Glow Party Rave
Time to celebrate SNAFU Con with an
awesome rave! Why? Because it’s AWESOME!
Do you really need a good reason to go dance
to some cool tunes, feel the vibes and end the
night on a groove-tastic note? What are you,
Vulcan? Get out there, grab your glowsticks,
and DANCE!
Including DJ Dark0, KaMinaRi, and
DJ Sandman.
Kurenai
After having played last year, you guys raved
about this Sacramento-based Japanese cover
band. So they’re back in 2012 to grab a crowd
and wreak havoc! Founded in 2011, they draw
inspiration from bands like High and Mighty
Colors and Asian Kung-Fu Generation, just to
name a couple of groups. And they’re playing
live for us again!

Warky
Follow the Chocobo with his mighty tunes of
Video Game Awesomeness! For extra fun, bring
some Gysahl Greens to the panel! Based out of
Utah, Warky is also part of the group project
They Might be Elders, and has a voice-acting
resume as well.
Meanwhile, on Main stage...
Haku, also known as Hakuthedj, or Scott, has been
an internet DJ for 5 years , only recently having
started on Trekradio.net. Trek Radio is the internet’s
first dedicated Star Trek Radio network, featuring
a wide variety of popular music, podcasts, radio
dramas, live DJs, and the latest in entertainment
news.
Haku will be DJing at main stage at various times
during the con. Come check him out!

CE!
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Panels & Events
101 Ways to Leave the Stage This
awesome game show is brought to you by
our buddy Kyle. The prizes will be epic
and the gags will be hilarious. In order to
get the grand prize at the finale, you have
to try your luck at the prior shows, so
good luck and play on!
Alternatives to Torrenting I’ve done it,
you’ve done it, but piracy can get us in
loads of trouble, and it hurts the industry.
In this Panel, Brad Beachell talks about
how we can get quality entertainment
without having to snipe money from good
content producers.
Autograph Sessions Want to get an
autograph with our incredibly awesome
(and pretty good-looking) guests? Of
course you do! That’s why we’ll have
multiple autograph sessions over the
course of the weekend.
Beginning Composing In this panel,
Warky and Chris bring you the basics of
starting out as an amateur composer. They
started out small, and now they’re our
fabulous convention guests.
Birfday! At this time on main stage, if
you had a birthday this weekend (or your
friend did, and needs you to push them on
stage), come on up and get some attention
and love from the wonderful studio
audience. HAPPAY BIRFDAY!!
Closing Ceremonies As sad as we are to
see it all end, we’d like to get together one
last time before it’s over. Come show us
your support, give us your feedback and
ideas, and kick back before that long trip
home. Together, we can share some great
memories and end the con on a great note.
Color Pencils, They’re Not Just for Kids
Anymore! Learn how to create beautiful
drawings using this highly underrated
medium.
Convention Horror Stories Join us as
we let the guests and crew share the most
horrid moments of Con-attending. Should
be hilarious and dangerous for the whole
family!

Copic Marker Panel Have your Copic
questions answered while Nuriko
demonstrates a few techniques with these
amazing markers!
Cthulhu For President Andre Pena
explains why you should avoid worrying
about the lesser of two evils, and go for
an elder God this election year. Ia, Ia, four
more Millennia!
Fractured Fairy Tales Watch as your
favorite voice-actors rip your childhood
and roll it in silly putty because it’s
funny. It’s almost bedtime! Come in your
pajamas and bring your blankets and
pillows and curl up and listen to some
of your favorite bedtime stories. (NOW
WITH VOICES!)

How to Buy Anime Brad Beachell shows
people how to get the best bang for their
buck when buying anime.
How to Plan a Fight How strong is
your art-fu? In this panel, Brad Beachell
discusses storyboard and choreography for
fight scenes.
Inking for Beginning Artists Always
wanted to take your drawings to the next
level? Learning how to ink them can
certainly help! Whether you want to
improve your line art or create better black
& white artwork, this panel is for you.

JAN! KEN! PON! (Also known as Rock
Paper Scissors) This main stage game will
have you playing and fighting for glorious
prizes, and the true pride of tactical
FMA: Through the eyes of Maes Hughs
mastery. So, bring your heroic intuition to
It’s never easy being backup to an unstable the field of battle!
individual. Especially when he plays with
fire. Oh! have you seen the latest pics of
Line of Beauty: The Art and Soul of
my daughter! Isn’t she adorable?! I will
Wendy Pini Join former Elfquest artist,
show you those later. I have a story tell. It renowned stage and voice actor, comic
deals with the factual truth of what really
book creator/artist/writer and musician
happens in Central Command.
Sonny Strait as he discusses his new book
“LINE OF BEAUTY,” conceived and
Hentai (18+) Not just for perverts,
edited by Richard Pini. With visuals and
anymore! Come (*nudge nudge*) join
occasional commentary by Wendy herself,
us for a night of terrible plot, tentacles,
Sonny will reveal his writer’s journey and
horse, and clock! Laugh yourself silly, in a why LOB is so much more than an art
room where the dirtiest, nastiest, funniest
book. Q & A follows.
comments are not only acceptable, but
encouraged! We’ve put many long, hard,
Make That Anime! Our Main Stage crew
sweaty hours into hand-picking the best
tests your versatility and brilliance by
(worst?) hentai to show you.
forcing you to make that anime. You’ll
be given themes, plans, and a matter of
Hentai Music Videos Andre Pena brings
seconds to come up with a brilliant story.
us hand-picked videos for your viewing
Let’s see how fast you move!
*ahem* . . . pleasure.
Masquerade Come join us for our
Homestuck Panel An explosively huge
Cosplay Masquerade where participants
fandom gets a large panel. This fan
will compete for Craftsmanship and
panel will discuss all the craziness that
Performance awards on Main Stage! Who
is involved with this, and may include
will walk away with Best of Show? Be
diverse topics such as cosplay and fan
prepared for a family friendly competition
theories. Now, put the bunny in the box!
where our cosplayers are the main
attraction!
Host Club Presented to you by our local
Ouran group, the Host club will see to you
personally at con, at tables adjacent to the
main stage. Background music will be
provided.
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Meet our Guests SNAFU Con’s got
an amazing guest line-up and we want
to introduce you to these awesome
individuals who help make SNAFU Con
special. Right after opening ceremonies,
you’ll have a chance to come meet
SNAFU Con’s guests, ask them questions
and marvel in their awesome.

Photo Booth by PictureNV
Free professional photos provided by
PictureNV, LLC. The photobooth will
be available to anyone that wants their
picture taken, Professional cosplayers or
not. All are welcome. You will receive
free digital watermarked images via email
after con. www.picturenv.com

Midnight Madness from our good friend
Andre Pena, horrible, horrible things are
coming. Muahahahahah!

Rock Band Competition This is not
your average rock band contest, this is a
SNAFU Rock Band contest. You can pass
Pain Killer on expert? Good for you, we
don’t care. You’re here to ROCK. Prizes
are awarded not for score, but the best
stage performance.

Name that Fandom! (18+) This panel
is dedicated to fan-art. Our panelist will
let you see how good you are at figuring
out the sheer amount of weird, kooky and
goofy fan-art that exists out there.
Nude Figure Drawing Panel (18+) Need
to brush up on drawing a more *ahem*
‘complete’ human figure? Then join us
after hours for drawing lessons. We will
have one male and one female model.
Please bring your own art supplies!
Opening Ceremonies To kick off the
convention, we’ll be gathering as many
people as possible to our main stage!
We’ll be introducing staff and guests so
you can get to know some of the people
behind making SNAFU Con an event to
remember!
Original Work: Donut Steal Excerpts and
quotes from the best of the worst troll fics
and other terrible online writings read in
various voices.
Panda Pro Cosplay’s Improv 101 Panda
Pro teaches you how to do improv and
goofiness in the comfort of your own
home!
Para Para with Warky Ever wanted to
dance like the backstreet boys? Well
neither have I, but in case you HAVE
wanted to dance in sync with other people,
then this panel is for you! Come learn how
to Para Para to a popular Eurobeat song
with Warky teaching you!

SNAFU Con Unplugged (18+) No holds
are barred in this adults-only Q&A panel.
Ask them anything….and be fightened of
the answers!!!
Story Time with Hetalia! Watch as Italy
and friends tell you some wonderful
stories and share some laughs. Because
it’s awesome.
Uke or Seme Yaoi Gameshow! Attendees
will able to volunteer as contestants for
a chance to win sweet yaoi prizes! We’ll
show you a picture of a character, then
you guess what role they played. Was he
the wallsocket (uke) or the plug (seme)?
After you guess we’ll take a look at the
evidence!
Voice Acting From Home Want to be
a voice actor? Want to learn how to get
started right from your own room? Come
learn what you need to know to get
started in voice acting from home, what
knowledge you’ll need, what equipment
you’ll need, and what to go for to get
started. (Includes Q&A with guests.)
Wark After Dark! (18+) Come see Warky
Unplucked in this meet and greet, question
and answer panel where anything and
everything goes!
Web Comics and the High Profile
Wendy Pini creator of arguably the most
successful self-published comic book
series Elfquest and Sonny Strait well
recognized anime voice actor discuss
their dives into the murky waters of web
comics. Discover why they opted for such
insanity and the lessons they learned once
it was too late to turn back.

Wendy Pini’s Masque of Red Death (18+)
Expect little decorum and absolutely
no reverence as friends and colleagues
Wendy Pini, Sonny Strait and Warky
T. Chocobo answer the question: What
is “Masque?” From their own unique
perspectives they’ll discuss the art, the
story, the Edgar Allan Poe connection,
Warky’s wacky music video parodies, and
what it’s taking to bring this darkly daring,
yaoi-flavored graphic novel to the stage.
Not for anyone under 18! Q & A follows.
We Shadows Finally! The long awaited
Sequel to A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Sorry Shakespeare, we could wait no
longer. Come listen to Sonny talk about
his Journey in writing this comic that
blends elements from The Ugly Duckling,
Arthurian legend and A Midsummer
Night’s Dream into a modern day, wacked
out tale of its own with snappy dialogue,
dead-on comic timing and trippy visuals.
Whose Line is It Anime? (Fully
Unscripted) A collection of improv
comedy based around anime that’s sure to
get plenty of laughs. Hosted this year by
a local improve troupe Fully Unscripted.
This will also feature some of our guests
of honor as semi-willing participants.
Yamila Abraham Talks Graphic Novel
and Prose Writing Guest Yamila Abraham
will give advice to aspiring graphic novel
and prose writers. Abraham will present
a bevy of useful information both as an
author and as a submissions editor at
Yaoi Press. Abraham has had her work
published with four traditional publishers
in three languages. She is currently
working on various novels for Yaoi Prose.
Yaoi Bingo! (18+) You like prizes? You
like Yaoi? Then come play Yaoi Bingo!
Yaoi You Need to Read (16+) There’s so
much great yaoi manga getting licensed
and published in the USA. Guest Yamila
Abraham (Yaoimila) takes fans through
some of her favorite yaoi publications.
View covers and sample pages of several
great yaoi manga. You need to check out!
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Whether you have been going for three years, or this is
your first year, we hope you have enjoyed our con. It takes
hard work and dedication from staff and volunteers to
makes this event great. We continue to strive to make this
convention better each year, but we can not do this with out
your help. Email hr@snafucon.com and tell us you want
to be staff! Not only will you contribute to SNAFU Con’s
awesomeness, you will also get a free badge!
Now I know what you are saying, “Staff? That sounds like
a lot of hard work.” Well it is, but ask any staff member
and they will tell you it is worth the effort. You don’t have
to put in the long hours that the staff do to help out our
con. Sign up as a volunteer the same way you would staff.
Volunteers only help out during con. For just four hours a
day, you can earn your registration fee back. You still get
to see the panels, watch the anime, and participate in the
tournaments.
With your help, we will continue grow into a bigger and
better con. Sign up now!

See you next year for SNAFU Con 2013!

